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I. htroduction 
In order to compute a function f:M+ A4 on a machine, the set M must 
necesssr.rily be represented by the input/output set N of the mnchine. This presen- 
tation can be described by a relation Y c N x M, where “x v y” mearlc: “.Y represents 
y” 9r “X is a name of y “. 
Examples we have in mind are the representation of partial recursive functions, 
finite graphs, rational numbers, regular languages, constructive ordinals (or even 
words or nu,mbers) by numbers or words. The most natural way to define compu- 
tability via c’ is as follows. The function f : M +;“M is “iv-computed” by g : N + N, iff 
(Vx E iv)@‘,/ E M)(x v y 3 g(x) vf(y)) (similar for the cases 1’: Mk + M, k # 1). 
Thus, computability on M can be defined via 1’ by computability on N; ?-’ a!~~~~ 
determines which functions on A4 become easily v-cornpt~tzk,!o, if crlaisputational 
complexity is defined for our machine. 
Lef us assame from now on, that computability and computational cm-- 
plexi;y ar : defined only for functions on N via our fixed computing model, and 
that co?r.putability and complexity on M are defined only via some repr-e- 
sentation v. Observe that statements such as “lj is c80mpuiabk” are mcaninplcs\ 
at thik m.oment. 
Usually one first defines a representation V c’<nli $.:‘l~< (t_!ftCn i’ is ij::CLi 
“effecstive”, whatever this could mean), and then v-camp .It;tbility c>n M Is stueik,d. 
Of ccSur:;e, 2 i-, chosen, at least tacidly. such that SCCC’I’ 11 $csircd propcrtics ar-e 
satiskd although in many cases thr number of explrclt’ly n:cntione properties cks 
nolt seem to be sufficient to define 11 uniquely (up to si)r:lr quivaknce). 
The following examp’ies ay iliustrate this 
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--tit A4 =Pl tbte set of the unary partial recursive functiones, let N = N. An 
L acceptable Gijdel numbering [14) 4 : IV -*PI makes several natural operations, e.g. 
composition on PI, computabie, bnt equivalence s not decidable. For a Friedberg 
numbering IS] v :N + I;‘* compasition cannot be computable ([ 11, Theorem 91), 
while equivalence is trivially decidable. 
- Let M be an i&i&l segment of the constructive ordinals. ReasqnaLle ways of 
repregentattbn oI 11 c “Rby N c N have been studied (“system of notation” [14]). 
-Let M be the set of regular languages over (0, I). Many different. represen- 
tations have been studied, e.g. by finite automata, by minimal automata, by regular 
expressions without and with negation, by contextfree grammars etc. The compu- 
tational complexity of the equivalence problem, of the membership roblem, and 
of function.s like uniokl or complementation depends trongly on the representation 
(see e.g. 1161). 
- Let M = N, N G (0, l)*, Using binary notation addition can be performed on a 
finite automaton but not multiplication. Using prime decomposition ,lotati LB 
multiplication can be performed on a finite automaton but not addition. Suppose, 
there is some (o ~-one) representation of N by words, such that addilion and 
multiplication can be performed on a finite automaton. Then our binary (or 
decimal) number system could perhaps be substituted by a better one. We do not 
know, however, whether there is such a representation. 
This list can be continued easily (see e.g. [l] or [7]). In special cases comput&ility 
has been defined directly and equtvalence to v-computability for some “‘effective” 
representation z, has be,en proved (see e .g. Asser [Z]l for wordfunctions, Peter [ 121 
for free Algebras, Riidding [ 133 for a certain set of finite objects, Asser [3] for finite 
graphs, or the Myhill-Sherpher&on Theorem Zor p!rtial recursive functions [ 14 3). 
From these examples and many other ones we conclude that although there are 
several interesting single observations. we have not yet quite unde.rstood the 
influence of the data representation on tcamputability and computational complex- 
ity. We do not know what can be achieved by choosing an appropriate! represen- 
tation and what rAnnot. Questions of fundamental interest can be asked. 
Is there in general a trade-off between the complexity of the eq,uivalence- 
problem and the complexity of functions on 1M (see the above example for regular 
languages)? Can any function on M be computed by a simple function using a 
reasonable data representation? Are there two functions, each of which can be 
computed sepaxately by a simpjle functioc but which cannot be simply computable 
s;~I~~~~~~~~~~~; ior any (reasonable) data representation? Is there a representation 
such &at every computable function on N becomes computable on a finite automa- 
ton? t’e shall formalize antil answer many questions of this, kind. Since this is a first 
a~~~~a~b we cailnot present a complete theory but summarize anumber of interes- 
t& resuhs we have obtained so far. 
-In %&~r, 2 XC demonstrate that general numberings as well as general gijdel- 
tisns may be very pverfci representations, but that this power has to be paid 
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with bad properties of Y. Therefore, in Section 3 and Section 4 we mainly consider 
representation by bijections. In Section 3 we prove strong compression theorems 
[4]. Given a complexity class Cl there are a complexity class Cz and a function 
f:M+M such that f is vz-computable in C2 for some bijective vZ but not vl- 
computable in C1 for any (1) bijective yepresentation v,. In Section 4 we stud) 
representations for function classes. The main result is a very strong closure 
property of the class of primitive recursive (pr.) functions. Given some giidelization 
y of some set M into numbers, then y cannot be rea.lly improved, i.e. for no 
giidelization y’ the y’-p.r. functions on M proper!;: include the y-p.r. functions. 
Throughout the whole paper we shall use the following notations. 
N:=.[O, 1,. . . } (natural numbers). 
F := set of (total) arithmetical functions. 
P) : = { fE K 1 f m-ary function}. 
fi := AXi - ’ ’ xk [fih(x,). . . . , h(xk))] for functions f and h, h unary. 
/3 := N + (0, l}“, wher: /3(i) := reversed binary notation of i (example: 
p (4) = 001). 
Let M be a machine (Turingmachine, pushdown automaton, etc.) with l/0- 
alphabet .E = (0, 1) computing a function g : (.Z*)“k + 2”. Let gp(Nxk) E /3( 
Then h := p-rgp E F(k) is the arithmetical function computed by M. 
R := set of recursive functions, R c F. 
PR = d,, En := set of primitive recursive functions. 
En := nth Grzegorczyk class, n EN, E := Ei = elementary fuuctions. 
s(x) := A&) := x + I. ‘4,(x) := 2x, A,(x) := x’, AT := 2*, A,, + !(x) :- 
A:(l) for n! > 3, A, := nth Ackcrmann function. 
A c B :& (A c B and A # B). 
gsm means (deterministic) generalized sequential machine [8]. 
( , ): N* +N is a standard pairing function. 
2. Numbednrgs, giidelizations, bijections 
In Section 1 we considered the most general case of representation. v c N x M. A 
reaso:;able representation Y of the elements or ” X by elements of N must sat&f! 
two s:mTl ; pr,qjerties: any n EN is the name of at most one element P?I E . arc! 
any yea E. M has at least one name. Thus, Y has to ;be a pat tial function from ‘8’ on!0 
M. Fo simplicity let IV be tne only set on which computability and compurationai 
complexity are already defined, e.g. by Turingm::.chines, thus let N :- 
our results also hold for the case PJ = E*>_ 
Ag;.in we mention explicitly tha,t we nei~d not ~‘f:t_ i ):’ c~r~nil’l?“;~l7iPir~, (!I- ~~~mpic~~- 
ity of ZJ since it is not defined at all. 
_,,-t&J _- .- _‘ ‘-Ii. .Gid& , ‘6. ‘~ii&auch : 
y .~. 
‘. _‘. ., -; 
n_+q$& ~,only.~~~d~..,ihe~‘:: ,, 
.’ cases .thai ‘Y is tptd. (numbering v), that .v is one-one 
ou Y-l),‘.or th&k& bijective, ,; 
__ In~$-&er tocontrast the,perhaps more fundamental negative results from Sections 
3 aud 4, we shall now demonstrate by several selected examples what can be 
achieved by choosing an appropriate numbering, gadelization, or bijection, 
-i.i I,& M, be g ~enu&rable_set. 
,.. 
M;nr(M j := (f s N -iAf [ f surjeciive] ((total) nu&erings of M), 
Gd(M) := {f: M + N ( f mjective) @Xc!izations of M), 
Bj(M) i= (f: q-*U 1 f bijective). 
X:n the case of representation by numberings, giidelizations respecti&y, the 
defmition of computability from Section 1 can be written as follows. 
018 2.2. Let v E Mm(M), y E Gd(M), g : Nk -, N, f : Mk + M for k E ?I. Then 
(1) g v-computes f: 49f. = vg, 
(2) g y-computes f : 43 rf = gy. 
The next simple Lemma provides some properties of unary functirans invariant 
under gtielizations. 
SAssma 2.3. Letf :M+.Ad, g:N+N, ly EGO, VE Bj(&Z]. EW 
rf=sr*r:gdfbgr(g) is a graph -monomorphi.Tm, 
a& 
fv = vg C9 v : gr(g)+ gr(f) is a graph -isomorphism, 
where gr(f’) is the structure = (M, {(x, f(x)) 1 x E M}), gr(g) correspondingly. 
Proof, @ementaq exercise.) 
Using this lemma it is not difficult to prove that there is a gsm-comptitabk 
function u: N+ N which computes any unary function f: M + A4 via some apprc- 
priak giidetlization 7, 
(3u E F”“), gent-computable) (Vf : M + M) (3 y E Gd(M))yf = uy. 
Bk Lemma 2.3 &) must be sufficiently rich. There is some gsm-comput- 
able u : {O, 1)” + (0, l)* with 
(1) 
V(W” caw)= UC” daw, v(ac” cdw) = acn ddw, 
u(a4P aw$= at? alv for any n E 
(21 ~(~w~~~~~ few any w ~{(o, i)*, 
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(3) 
u(dc” w)= w for any n and w E (0, l}*\c{O, l}* 
v (x) E /? (lV) arbitrary otherwise, 
wherea=001,b=10l,c=O’I1,d=1l1. 
Then w := p-‘up f or such a function has the desired property: gr(u) has infinitely 
many cycles of any finite length by (11, gr(u) has infinitely many pairwise disjoin? 
infinIte cycles, and any node has inlinitely many immediate predecessors by (3). 
(d :Z+N is an infinite cycle of u : N+N, iff d is irljective and ud(i) = d(i + 1) fo: 
all i c Z). Cl 
Theorem 2.4 is sharp in the sense that it is no longer true for f:M2+M 
(Theorem 4.4(l)), for y-l E Bj(M) (Theorem 3.5), or for pairs fl, fz (Theorem 
4.4(2 j). 
The following exemplary considerations show that for a certain f the cor- 
responding y must behave very badly. 
Let y1 GEE2 iff y1 = hy, for some elementary h, and ‘yl =E yz (equivalent), if 
y1 SE y2 and y2sE yl. If y1 =E y2 then f is yl-elementary ifF f is yz-elementary. Ia 
can be shown that y1 =E y2 for some bijective ~2, iff y!(N) := h(N) for some 
increaTing h E E, i.e. y(N) is “,elementary decidable” and “elementary dense”. As 
we shall see (Theorem 3.5) there is some f:M +M such that f~ = vg for no 
v E Bj(M) and elementary g. Thus, whenever yf = gy for g E E, then y(M) must be 
not “elementary” or not “elementary dense”. This shows that Theorem 2.4 is not 
as surprising as it might seem at the first glance: the whole difficulty of f’ can be 
shifted into y. 
A similar theorem can be proved for numberings. We shall use the well known 
concept: of “presentation by terms over ge:nerating elements”. 
D&titi~~~ 2.5’. Let m E Bj(M) be fixed. Let Q : ( qi)iE~ lx a family of functions 
qi : Ad + IM. Define 7~ : (0, I}* -+ M as follows: 
7&Y 1) := n-7. [n), ~~~(10”  w) := qn70(~) for all n E N, w E {O, 1)’ 
and TQ(X) :== ;;zjn)~ A4 for x E 0” 
TAMS CO, l>* is interpreted as a set rf “terms”, and rCl means: “evaluate ihc 
tern7 “. 
Theerc=m 2.6 can easily be generalized to the case of functions with several 
arguments, but it does not hold for v E Bj(M) because of Theorem 3.5. 
Ttr,t following exemplary considerations how that for certain families Q the 
corresponding v must behave badly. 
&et VI+ 9 iff VI = V& for some elementary k, a& vI =E v2 (equivalent), iff 
vI bE vi atid &SE ~1. If vn =E iti then f :M+ M is vI-elementary i# f is v?- 
elementary. It can be shdwn that i’i =E 29 for some bijective ~2,’ iff h (i, i): v(i) = 
v(i) (eq&valen& problem) ils elementary and card ~(0, 1, . . . , f (n )) > n for some 
elementary f. Let f : M + M be such that fv = vg for no v G Bj(M) and elementary g 
(Theorem Lid). Thus, whenever fv = vg for some g E_ZZ then the equivalence 
problem for v is non elementary or v is “elementary sparse”. E.g. on the other 
hand the e@valezz probBC;.-L for v = T& E Nm(N)(let m(n) = n) for the family 
8 = (A,) of Ackermaim functions is elementary and v is “elementary den+se”“. 
Therefore, there is some v e Bj(N) such that all the A,, are v-elementary. 
Obviously there is some .erade-off between the complexity of the equiv- 
alence problem and the complexity of certain functions on M, which should be 
studied In PO*- ., Sb detail. Famous examples for this are C6del numkjerings and 
Friedberg numberings (extreme cases) or the different numberings for regular 
sets. 
Finally as a last example we show that for any finite set of unary functions on do$ 
with finite image there is a representation vE Bj(M) making them v-gsm-comput- 
able. t 
Thwxem 2.7. Let n 2 1, let gl, . . . , g, : M + M wifh card Ck < co, Ck := gk(M), for 
k=l,..., II. T%en there are v E Bj(M) and gsm-computable functions hl, . . , , h, 
with hi = V-‘&V for i = 1:. . . , n. 
Pamf. f;or the c&z n = I, Lemma 2.3 could be applied. However, suppose n 2 1, 
For any a = (al, . . . , LL~)E CI x = . . x C, =: C let D, := Or_ 1 g;’ (ai). 
Then 
Now there is a corresponding decomposition of ~(N)G (0, 1)“: Let (&& be a 
family of regular sets with (t(a E C) card B, = card D,, with GaccBa = P(N), and 
a r&+4?an8,‘=@. 
There t- such a family. Let v E Bj(M) be such that ~/3-~(&.)== D, for all a E C. 
ere is sur,L a function v. For i = 1, , . . , n define hi : Z* +2*, 2 = @, 1)” by 
h:(x)=.x if x&p @v-lai ifxEBa,wEC, 
computable, and Iz :p (N) c ,G ;?4). 
-%:~J. hi = v-l g,-v can now easily be shown, q 
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3. Strooz compression theorems 
In 6.s and ;he following section we study representations by bijections in rnnrc 
detail. We assume that we have already defined a fixed bijectfon up,, E. Bj(M). The 
aim is to find a new representation v E Bj(M) cuch that certain functions ditficuit 
with respect to VM become simple with respect to v. Sink Sj(M)= vMBj(N) we 
may assume w.1.g. that A4 = Pd, which means we only habe to study representations 
v’ of N = v; (M). Computability and computations1 ccmplexity of v’ arti without 
meaning here, since we are onl\l interested in v = .uMv’ and these concepts are not 
defined for vM and v. For short we define n := Bj(N). In this chapter we shall show 
that Theorem 2.4 and 2.6 are not true for y, v EU (hierarchy theorems). First we 
shall give some examples of functions that are complicated under any bi jective data 
representation. Especially \;re show that there is a log-tape computable function f 
such that ~-‘fv is not computable on a deterministic pushdown automaton, dpda, 
for any P E 17. Then we show that for any complexity class K there are a complexity 
class K’ andff K’ with v-‘fv& K for any v E I7 (Hierarchy Theorem). This is F Vt2i.b _I 
strong version of Blum’s compression theorem 141. The basic ideas of the following 
proofs will be the same. We essentially work with properties of graphs (Lemma 
2.3). We select a certain subclass D E F (‘) with v-“Dv = D for all v E A! and make 
our studies on D only. Given the class K, we prove that K n D c D’ for some 
proper subclass D’c D with (Vv E J7)v-‘D’v := D’. We construct some not too 
cond,9icated f~ D’,D’. Tht,~ v-‘fv E K would imply v.-.‘fv E K n D E D’, thus f E 
D’. We conclude ,Fv)v-‘fv& K. 
Definition 3.1. Let FS c F(l), FC c l7 defined as follows: 
FS :- .{fc F”) 1 (Vi) card f-‘(i)< ~0). 
FC :== $f~ LIlf has only finite cycles and at most one cycle of length n for an) 
4, 
&:=(raENffh as a cycle of length n} for any f E FC. 
Qb,lious7y (Vv E n)( v-*FSv = FS and v-‘FCv = FC). The sets fl’S and FC v-ill 
serve as ?ke set D in our theorems. First we shall prove the existenccl of ali f which is 
not gsm-computable for any representation v E IZ For this we ns-ed two lemma:,. 
> 
arc~of. Suppose, g is com%ted by some gsm with m r;tztes nnd ?~,n9cst sir?glt:-slcp 
outpl*t length 1. Then /t~j < i (/pl i- L), if up = g(y). For an;; M 6: X” the /;\ng:i~~~~ 
g-‘(w) is regular. It is an easy exercise to prove that g ‘(iv) car. be recopni7cd b;: ij, 
finite automilto hq:=m*(I w -I 1) t 1 states. If R-‘(W) is finita”. Ihcra Ita’ r’q hns- -1 
any y E ~:-~(w). 
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The next lemma already shows, how to choose the class P. 
3.3. Ltg f E KS be gsm-computable. Then there is an injective sequence 
(P&N with 
@<card f-‘(mi)< 2(lt+‘P”‘3 
for UN i d$ where k is ftom Lemma 3.2. 
Paw& Let g:P+z: *, C = (0, l},, be gsm-computable with f = ,3 -‘g& We may 
assume ME PO0 for any x ti B(N). Let bi := (k + SJ?, where k rs as in Lemma 
3.2, yi .% I’# EZI*, and wi := g(yi)ErS(N)foriEN.Sincef~FSarmd~rlrdg-’jrnb~a, 
for any x E. B(N), from J.,emma 3.2 we can deduce 
jsij < jwj+& and }y j G k’(bi + 1)+ k =: c, for any y E g-“(wj). 
From this, card g-‘(q)6 2”i” can be derived. .Define mi := /T’(w~). Then (mi)iEw 
has the desired properties. Cl 
WP ,XW tha cFIlJoa#ing ..“_.““1” definition of tape complexity. 
Dcsnftion 3.4. Suppose a standard numbering of Turing machines with separate 
read only input tape is given; let #i : N-* N be: tie function computed by the i”’ 
machine with standard binary input-output coding. 
Let Qz,[y) be the greatest number of tape squares the itR machine uses on any tape 
for computing &(x)9 excluding the input tape. hi(n) := max{@(x) 1 I@(x)1 = n}. 
L.f := (& E R(l) 1 hi(n) Q f(ir j almost everywhere}. 
Lf* := (A4 E N j (3g E Lf)(Vx)(g(x)) = 0=x E M} where f~ R(l). 
Theorem 3.5. Let f(n) := Llog Llog Llog n J 1 J (log 0 :-= 0). Then ~-lf~ is not gsm- 
computable for any v E 17 but f E L, This also holds for 1 log J instead off. 
Proof. Let us choose for D’ (see above) the set 
0’ :== (g E ES 1 there is k E N and an injective sequence 
(mr)isN with (Vi)0 C card f-‘(mi)S 2k2i+3}. 
~~~~~~~~y speaking, any g E D’ has many small non empty classes g-‘(m). 
~t~v~~~~~y Wv)v-“D’v = D’, f~ ES \ D’, and f log-tape computable. The theorem 
ediately from our previous remarks. The staterrent holds for 1 log 1, 
m-computable functions are closed under composition. Cl 
g exactly the same msthod a corresponding theore:?. can be proved for 
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Proof. (Outline.) Let A be a dpda which computes g. From A and w a (nondeter- 
ministic, accepting) pda A’ can be constructed which recognizes g-“(~j). From A’ a 
contextfree grammar G can be constructed with. L(G) = g- J(w). It turns out that the 
number of nonterminals of G is bounded by k I( w I + 1)’ for som’.: k 1 E N and rhat the 
lengths of the right hand sides of the rules do not depend on 1 HJ I. The pumping lemm,a 
[8], [$j yields the upper bound on Iyl, if card E -l(w)< a. Since any dpda is linear 
time bounded the other inequality is also true. Cl 
Lemma 3.7. Let f E FS be dpdc-computuble. Then there is an injective sequence 
(mi )isN with O<cari!f-‘(mj)<A~(2j+6)foralmostallj~N. 
Proof. (Outline.) Let g :E* -FE*, 25 = {O, l}, be dpda-computs’z!e with f = p-‘g& 
We may assume g(x)EZ;*UO for any x&@(N). Let g,(i) := kc”“‘: aGd g?(i) := k(i + 
l), where k is the constant from Lemma 3.6 for the dpda Let 
bi := SI(S~SI)‘U), yj := l”, and wi := g(yi) for all j E N. 
Then Iw,l< lwj+ll for all j and card g-‘(wj)<A4(2j+6) for almost all j can be 
deduced from the inequalities of Lemma 3.6. Choose mi := p-‘(wi). Then (IYI,)~<M 
has the desired properties. Cl 
Theorem 3.8. Letf(n) := ,zj[A4(3j)~ n]. Then v-‘fv is not dpda-computableforan’: 
v E I?, but f E L,og. 
Proof. (See Proof of Theorem 3.5.) 
Our next goal is to generalize the results from the p,sm-computable functions to 
arbitrary Asses. The class FS for D can no longer be used, since for any computable 
nondecreasing unbounded (n.u.) function there is some n.u. lower bound in LI,,r. 
We shall now use the class FC for D. Theorem 3.9 gives the motivation for this 
choice, 
Theorem 3 9. Suppose f E II n R (‘I 
(1) Suppose f has no infinite cycle. Suppose there is u E R”‘, (Vk )u(k )Z k + 2. II 
nondecreasing. Suppose there is an infinite set M E Lz such that for any x E M f Irns II 
cycle a clength x. Then (3 v E II)v-‘fv E I,,. 
(2) Il;uppose f has an infinite cycle, u = An [n +4-j. Then (3 13 E T7)!*- ‘f;-l k i.,?. 
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Then Jr E FC, & = M, h(n)< n + 1 and h E L, (observe j s n a.en). 
2. ]L.et q :,N -+.N enumerate the finite cycles off which are not alrea,dy mentioned 
‘- i,@-M;:m;ope~.,fl*e;ciSIy:. ; I 
, cfas, i. ky&-cSf len@h m ,& (3j, C - l ‘1-e jk) 
q(jl)= . l ; = q(jk-) = m) for all i, m 3 1, where k := i - 1 if i E M, i otherwise. 
Setting q(n) = 0 sufficiently often q can be chosen with 
q(m)<= for m >O,q(m+i)=O for l,Siiq(m) 
if q(m) f 0, q E Lku[u.+~~. 
3. The cycles enumerated by q are. now inserted into h. Each n in h gets a new 
place s(n) in g E fl, where S(G) := n +Cidn q(i). Thus, s c: ~L[~+ll, s-l E Lnlnl, s 
increasing, and range s E L&,1. 
Define g as follows: 
For n E range s let g(n) := &s-‘(n). For nti range s let 
g(n) * 
n+l ifn+l&ranges, 
1 +max (i < n 1 i E range s} otherwise. 
Then g E L, and (S~)v-~fv = g by Lemma 2.3. 
(2): Only the definition of h in 1. has to be changed. The cases “f has exactly k 
infinite eyycles” and “f has infinitely many infinite cycles” have to be treated 
separately. The rest is left to the reader. Cl 
We shall show that for f E FC Condition (1) is in a certain sense necessary. For any 
f e FC A L, there is an infinite set Mf c Zf with k& E LtI for some 01, which depends 
on u only. Now, we choose 
D’ := (f E FC I(ZiM~ E Lzl) (iWf infinite, Mf c 2,)). 
Then (VV)P-*D’Y = D’ dnce D’ is defined by a property of graphs. In a second step 
we choose an Et, immune set A4 and in a third step we construct g E FC with 2, = M. 
%xGtusly, g E FC\D’ and g EL, for some tl E F(*) which depends on II only, i.e. 
(Vv~I~~v-‘gvkfD’1L,nFC. 
3.10. Let u E RI be nondecreasing and tape constructable [8] with 
w)u(~))x, letfEL,nFC. 
Then there is an infinite stir .M,s .Zf with h4fE L& where VI(X)= ur”)(0) with 
r(x) f= 2” + 2x, ptiri kularly trl i: : increasing and tape constructable. 
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(1) Suppose, A& is finite. Then for all pt 3 no, if at is the length of a cycle C,,, then 
G!& Ii>&J)I( no sufficiently large). Since the set of cycles off is a partition of N, 
we must have 
(0,. . . , ~(Q)}c Ll C, D := set of cycles off with length <no. 
(CEID 
But 
cardcvD=c;DcardCs C i=q(no-I), 
i<Plo 
contradiction. 
(2) For n EN let 1x1 := Ip(z Since f~ L,, f(x) can be computed on at most u (1x1) 
tape squares for all x 3 x0. Since f E FC, there is rno such that (Vm 2 mo)(Vn)f” (.m) 2 
x0. Then Mf = Ml uM~ where 
M+{nE_MJ(3m G m&z = pj[j 3 1 and f’(m) = ml}, 
M$={ItEM#Im <m&r #pj[jdl andf’(m)=m]}. 
Mr is hnite. For testing n E Mz, f(m) must be computed for all 4 G u and m. c m G 
&z)- The maximal tape required for this test is u”/&z)J < u2’“‘(21n 1 js u”“(O). Thus 
MOE ~5:~. Finally 2rl is increasing and tape constructable. Cl 
We shall now use the concept of immune sets [14j generalized to subrccz%vr: 
classes [ 61. 
Definitim 3,11, Let u E F(l), A4 is &,-immune iff (card M = a and (VN CM, 
card N = co) NE! Lr ). 
Thu., for r,nypE L, n FC, 2, is not L,,-immune. Therefore, we need a E,,-immure 
set A4 and ~3rne g EFC with 2, = M l?y Lemma ‘3.12 there is a rather simple set M 
of this l&d. 
3.12. Let vl, v E R”) be tape constructable, (V (?I ) 2 7, IPI t‘ ?w 
r*elzsing with Km n_a sup C. i(pZ)/Y(n)= 0. The,7 rlrere is t L; l4+hich is L,.,- 
immun ?. 
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with input B(x) $ /3(y). Following F!ajolet-Steyaert [6] the set 
IC~:=(yI~~(y)L(x,y)~Bandy>2x3(3t<yH(x,t)~B 
and #>2x)J} 
is L,-imrmme. Since o is nondecreasing, ME Lz. Cl 
From these Semm~ the main theorem follows immediately. 
Tbecuem 3.13. (Strong hierarchy.) Let u E R’l! be tape constructable, nondecreming 
with (Vx)u(x)>x. ?rZen there & g EL, nFC with (VY E I@-‘gvti L,, where v(.xj= 
u”‘“‘(8), s(r) =: 2Y 
using 0~’ k::,i . +.&ion VM this theorem can roughly be interpreted as foile-::: . G, yen 
u, a function in’ can be constructed such that there is some fttnction g : M -9 _w which 
is computable on tape v for some v’~ Bj(A4) but not on tape u for any v E Bj(M). 
Proof. For any f~ L, nFC, Zf is not L,,-immune (Lemma 3.10). Let D’ := {f~ 
FC f 2, is not L,,-immune}. Then (Vv)v-‘D’v = D’. For VI as in Lemma 3.10, and ZY 
as in Theorem 3.13, MEL? from Lemma 3.12 is ?&-immune. By Theorem 3.9 there 
is some g EL, with 2, = M. Then g E FC\,D’ and (Vv)v-‘gv& L,. 0, 
As a special case of Theorem 3.13 we can prove the following. 
‘I’~CQSUI 3.14. For any n > 3 there is g E En+1 n 17 with (Vu E Lt)v-‘gv& E,,. 
Proof,, For ah fEE,, nF% there is pfN with f~ LA:: 810, 151. Thus MfE L&, 
(Lemma 3.10) where Q(X)= A~~2x~*~~(Gj~A~~2X~2x~(1)= A,+1(p(2” +2x))< 
A,ilQ:l”“) for almost all x. Choose VI(X) := An+r(2”). Then there is some L,,- 
immune set ME I_:, D -.. A;i+i, %x by TWOI u 3.53 there is some ~EL,~E,+I 
with @vEn)v-‘gv#ffor any fEE,,. 0 
. (Vu E Il)(Vn 2 ~)v-~E,+~v~ E,. 
The theorems of this section can also be interpreted as follows. For any pair v, 
) the v-K-computable functions on M do not include the v’-K’-comput- 
s, where K and K ’ are the dpda-computable functions and Llog, L, and 
3). These results will be strengthened in 
. 
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4. Representations for function dasses 
So far we have mainiy studied representations appropri-itts for single functions. 
But a representation which makes a certain function simple does not necessaliiy 
keep other functions simple. Demonstrating this is the main emphasis of this 
chapter; Thro-ughout we shall use some simple facts: 
(f~=r~gandl”v=,vg’)3fflv=vgg’ and(yf=gyand yf’=g’y) 
+yff’=gg’y for v~Nm, yEGd andf,f’, g, g’EF(” 
(similar functions with several arguments). Again w.1.g. we assume M = N. Let 
Gd := Gd(N). First we pro’we that any Y E 17 for which A,, is v -E,-l-comput~ble 
n_=cessariIy pushes an elementary function out of E,-1. 
Theorem 4.1. Stippn.v n > 3. There is u E E’*’ with (Vly G II)(v-‘A,,v E 
E,_1* v-5.4ve E”._& 
Proof. BvTheorem 3.15 there is some g E E, n l7with t@f&. /; -‘..;:s& E,. 1). There is a 
Turingmachine P which computes g on tape Af: for S~ZX k EN [lo]. Define u by 
u(x. y) := g(x) if P on x halts on at m-Tst y tape squarr;, I’ ,‘+L.“*-k. -I_,, 
‘i hen u E E [Is]. Thus g(x)= rr(X, A:(x)). lt Y ‘UV E I?,-, and 11. ‘A,v E E,.. 1 for 
some V, then z, -‘gv E E,_, by our previous remarb, contradiction. rJ 
We would like to improve Theorem 4.1 substituting A, by some less increasing B, 
which still ;irajorizes the class E,,_l. Unfortunately in tk-e proof of Lemma 3.10 a 
function inust be iterated which automatically leads to a complexity of roughly _a^,. 
We shaS1 study now representations which keep (at least) the succ:ssor s simple. 
The following theorem will be proved for the more general case of giidelizations. 
Any 1’ which leaves the successor simple must bc simple. 
Lemxna 4.2. Suppose y E Gd and ys E E,,y. Then y E E,,+l and y E L, where u(x) = 
A,+~(qx) for some q E N, if n b 3. 
sol, Let s’ E E, with ys(x) = s’(x). Then Y(X) = s’“y(0) and 3 E P3,*_ 1. For II 2 3 
ere is some p EN with S’E L,; [I@~ and /s’(x)/ s AP,Ix/ for almost all x. Thus y(x) 
can be computed oin tape A:‘“‘(r) fm some c E . Now, Af:‘(c)~A.+,((p+ 1)~) for 
almo:,t all y. C-3 
NCJW, we show that a simple y cannot simplify a 0 - i valued function very much. 
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hf. f’(x) = 0 e g(x) = y(O) (since y E Gd) e f y(x) = y(0). The last property can 
be decided on tape VU. Cl 
, _“ 
‘he follow& theorem correspc&% to Theorem -3. %4 atid shows that Theorem 
2.4 mnnot-be generalized to ihe case of binary fun&ions or to pairs of functions. 
lE!rod* (1) Let fEEn+l\L&+cl, fEP with f(N)c: (0,l). Define g E Efi1 by 
g(0, y)- y + 1, g(l, yj=f(y), g(x, y)=O otherwise. Suppose yg = g’y for soxc 
g’e E,. Then ys(nc)= yg(0, x)= g’(y(O), y(x)) := s’y(x) for some s’ E En, and 
similarly yf4x) = j“y(x) for some p E En. Then y EL,., U(X) = An+l(~~) by Lemma 
4.2, and p E J5% for some q. Thus f~ LA:” by Lemma 4.3. But 
for almost all n contradicting the assumptions about fi 
(2) c’toose g := f as above. q 
Gur theorems exclude yEn+* cE,yforanyyEGdorv-lE,+lvEE,foranyuEU 
and n B 3. But there might be some other class C, E,, c C, with yC’ E E,,y. Let us state 
the following problem: 
fioblem. Find “natural” complexity classes # such tk t yC s Ky for some class C, 
K c C, and some y E Gal, 
Such a ciass K, computed by a certain kind of machines, becomes more powerful if 
we present he data via y instead of using standard representation. It is not difficult to 
construct artificial solutions of our Problem. 
eomm 4.5. There is some K c F(l), K closed under substitution, and some v E ll 
with Y-‘Kv c K. 
Any f~ K permutes only finiteiy many even numbers including 0. Let v E fi ‘_e the 
“‘shift” defined by v(O)= 1, Y(;X +2)= 2x, v(2x + 1) = 2x + 3. Then v-‘~v E and 
v for s:q? fE Qbviou!;ly is closed under substitu- 
‘ekm. a 
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It would be very surprising if n(aturaJ classes K such as E,, PR, Poltime, Eintape 
etc. had the above property, i.e. that they could be outwitted by a tricky drita 
representation. The smallest natural class for which we were able to give a &Giiite 
result is PI?, see (2) in the next theorem. (1) expresses the ikf-. I--nowledge we have 
about ‘Ae classes E,. 
Theorem 4,6. Suppose y E Gd, n 2 3. i%en (1) and (2) kokf. 
(1) (ys E E,.-1y antd ‘YE, 5 &u) * (WE F\J%)Y~‘~ Ky. 
(2) yPR c PHy + (vf E F\PH )yfa PRy. 
For the proof we use the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.7. For K = PR and K = E,, n b 3, the following hoids. For any f~ F\K 
there is g E F(l) with g(N)= (0, I} and 8: E [E u{fl, Sub]\K. ([M; Sub] := Closure of 
M c F under substitution.) 
Proof. S-qposa K = E,, n 3 3, f~ F(k)‘@,, (k > 0). 
DefinTc 7(X1, . . . , xk) := f(X,, . , . ,&).Thenf F -E (I) and. SE [E u {f>, Subj\E,. 
Therefore we II-Y:* as~r~ie f E F(l). 
Case 1: (Vn )f (x) G h(x) for some h E & 
Define g(x, y) := sg(f(x)” y). Then f(x)= (py s h(x)) [g(x, y) = 01. Since E, i!, 
closed under the limited p-operator, g E E, would imF!y f E E,, therefore ge 
[E u if), Sub]\& 
Case 2: f(y)> h(x) infinitely often for any h E E,,. Let d, @ be as in Definition 3.4. 
Define g” 6: kt4’ by 
i(ig 2, x. t) := 1 A q$(i, IZ, x) I;f @i(i, n, x) Q AK(x)S t, C otherwise. 
Then g E E [?5, 101. 
Define F: .i, p, x) := jj(i, ra, A, f(x)). Then g E [E u { f), Sub] and a( 
suppose g E E,,. Then there are numbers j, k with g = 4, a.nd Bii(i’. 9, ? :: ir~ 
Ak(max{i, p, x}) for all 5, p, 3:. By assumption of Case 2 there arc ,n;j:~k-: x -- 
{max j, 1’;) with @j(,i, k, X> SAk,(x)<f(x), however g(j. k,x)= 1 2-(3,(j,k,x;= IA 
g(j, k, x) for such a numbe:r x (contradiction). The:; g E [E u{fi, Sub]\E,, and 
)c,O,l).ForthecaseK- replace E, by PR and A: bv 4!, in t 
proof. Cl 
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(2) yPlp s; P.&+ implies ys = 8’~ for some s’ E &,_I and so:mie m E N, thus y E E, 
by l&mma 4.2, &et f~ F\PR. By Lemma 4.7 there is some 1: ~$5 u (fl, Sub]\PR 
&thf(Ni~{&lf. ‘.‘. :- , 
SuppcrSe yf~Pgy. Then yg EPR~ since yE E PRyj thus yg =: g’ y for some g’ E EP 
and some b EN. Again by Lemma 4.3 we conclude g E PR (contradiction). q 
CoMary. ‘Suppose vE n a& v-‘PRu G PR. Then v-‘PRv = FR and ti, v-l E PR. 
Proof* Since v-l E Gd, v-~~v& PR for all f&l% by Theorem 4.6. Therefore, [E 
PRe v-‘fv E PR. Since f + z~--~fv is a bijection OR F, v-‘PRv = PR, As in Lemma 
4.2 we conclude Y-’ E PR. Since vPRv_’ E PR, we qgain conclude v E PR as in 
Lemma 4.2. Cl 
Thus we have proved that for my pair y, y’ E Gd(M) of giidelizations the y-p.r. 
functions cannot properly include the y’-p.r. function. This strengthens the results 
from Section 3. Theorem 4.6(2) is optimal. It can be proved also for reasonable sets 
K 3 PR, e.g. K = recursive or partial recursive functions. We also proved it for e 
proper subset of PR (which is, however, “isomorphic” to PR), se&[ 171. 
We have studied the influence of the data representation on computability and 
computational complexity of functions. 
We only have considered numberings and giidelizations, although the most 
general case of representation by partial numberings has interesting applications 
and should also be scu@ed. 
A representation vof a set M should be sucl, that handling M is as easy as possiMe, 
i.e. certain functions on M should be easily computable (among these often 
“geser&isr” and “decomposition” of elements of M shou4d be easily performable), 
or v itself should be reasonable (dense, simple eqtrivalence, simple domain). We have 
proved that many requirements cannot be satisfied. IBijeacions are the nicest 
rc~r~sentatio~ on the one har!d, but there are inherently difficult functions on M 
which are difficult for any bijection v (compression theorem). A gijdelization or a 
~~~~e~~g can be more powerful only if it has some bad properties (see Section 2). 
There are functions which impede each other, i.e. each of them is y-simple for an 
individual y, but for no y both of them are y-simple simultaneously. Finally we 
proved that a g6delization y cannot be outwitted with respect o the r-primitive- 
r~~~~iv~ functions, i.e. for any pair y, 7” E Gd(M) the y’-p.r. functions cannot 
.r. functions, or roughly speaki no y can really be 
il,r tb~~rc~~ ior co lexitg i_+;dsessmallar 
ely - that e.g. there is some 
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giidelization Y such that any poltime computable function becomes y-squaretime 
computable. Yhle relevance of such y shou!d be discussed. 
In practice, representations are required such that several functio?s on the set M 
become (easily) computable. By Theorem 4.4 giideiizations usually cannot satisfy 
suchi reqnir~rileiit~. ThereGule it is tl~e concept of nlrmbering which has to be 
discussed in more detail (see Theorem 2.6). 
In [18] it is demonstrated that the concept of “term numbering” is fundamental in 
defining “efkctive” numberings (examples: unary partial recursive functions, 
regular sets, natural numbers (represented by words), finite subsets of N etc.). 
Observe, that these effective numberings may have very dXc:;lt or even undecidable 
equivalence prc.,blems. 
In connection with these ccnsiderations we propose the concept of “the complex- 
ity of ar. algebra”. Let A = (A; fi, . . . , fro, A denumerable, be an algebra. h : PI + IV 
w 
is an upper bound for the complexity of A, iff for some numbering I, the functions 
f 19 . * * , fk as well as the equivalence problem of v are computable on tape 62. h is a 
lower bound iff it is not an upper bound. 1 
We co.lcIude with three problems representative for many other ones. 
8. 
Problems. 1. Is there a “numbering” v : (0, 1)” + N of N SUC~I that the four arith- 
metical operations and the equivalence problem become gsm-computable (linear 
time computable)? 
2. Is there, a stronger version of the strong hierarchy theorem (Theorem 3.13)‘? 
3. Are there stronger versions of Theorerrk 4.6(2), e.g. with E, Poltime or LinMpr 
instead of PI?? 
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